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Introduction
Morphological analysis is the basic stage for almost all natural language processing such as natural language understanding, information retrieval, machine translation, and question-answering. Morphological analysis results are all combination of morphemes for a given word and have one or more analysis results for that word. In general about 30% of Korean words have two or more analysis results. Resolving these ambiguities is thus vital to build reliable natural language processing system. Part-ofspeech tagging is the module to resolve such morphological ambiguities. Conventional part-ofspeech tagging approaches are classified into statistical approach [1, 4, 5] rule-based approach [3, 6] , and hybrid approach [2, 7] .
Statistical approach uses statistical information extracted from large corpus. Its major advantage is broad coverage. But it is difficult to collect the good statistical information because it depends on the quality and size of corpus. Besides, much time and efforts are needed to build large size and high quality corpus. HMM(Hidden Markov Model) has been the mainstay of the statistical model for part-of-speech tagging [1, 4] because it is simple and it has solid theory. It selects a sequence of part-of-speech tags with the highest probability from words or morphemes around an ambiguous word.
Rule-based approach resolves ambiguities by predefined rules. Its major advantage is high accuracy. But great effort is needed to acquire and manage rules, and there are many exceptional cases that can't be resolved by rules. So its disadvantage is narrow coverage. Therefore pure rule-based approach is hardly used to resolve morphological ambiguities.
Hybrid approach uses both rules and statistical information so as to obtain high accuracy and broad coverage. Most Korean part-of-speech tagging systems adopt this approach. In many systems, rules are applied after statistical tagging so as to correct errors in statistical tagging output. These approaches try to lessen errors with rules, because many exceptional Korean phenomena cannot be exactly resolved by statistical information. And in some other systems, statistical tagging is applied after rules for idioms and phrases of common use are applied. We call them common rules in this paper.
This paper presents a part-of-speech tagging approach for Korean. The approach uses disambiguation rules for individual ambiguous words to get high accuracy. Each rule has syntax and semantic information of an ambiguous word and words around it. Our approach applies common rules first, applies resolution rules for individual ambiguous words, and then applies statistical tagging.
Building information for resolving ambiguity

Common-rules
Common-rules are made up of idiom and phrases of common use. We used first common-rules to resolve ambiguities. For example, phrases "~ "(hal su yitda), "~ "(hal su upda), "~ "(haji ahnul su upda) represent "can", "can not", "must" in Korean and they are frequently occurred in sentence. This idiomatic expression is very useful to resolve ambiguities. For another example, a phrase "~ (hake dueda)" represents "become done" in Korean. It makes us guess that the front word of the phrase might be a verb(a declinable word), so we use such information to resolve ambiguities. According to occurring form in corpus, the number of the rules of "eomi-auxiliary verb"(the ending of a word-auxiliary verb) form is 22, and the number of the rules of "eominoun-verb" form is 20. So the total number of common-rules which is built is 42.
Disambiguation rules for individual ambiguous word
In this study, we use the term "an ambiguous word" for a word which has two or more distinct morphological analysis results. We collect ambiguous words and build rules for each ambiguous word from large corpus. Our objective is to use many rules so as to get high part-of-speech tagging accuracy. So we choose 330 ambiguous words which are 50% of total ambiguous words. Morphemes, partof-speech tags, word senses, positions, and/or other information of each ambiguous word and words around it are encoded into rules to resolve the ambiguous word. Some rules are shown in Figure1. 
Statistical information
We extracted two kinds of statistical information from the tagged corpus. one is about tag sequences, the other is about word. Also we extracted information as unit of 3 words, and fully automatically by use of tool. Table 2 shows an example of statistical information extracted.
Experiment
For evaluation, we experiment with sentences in ETRI corpus and Sejong corpus which are widely used in Korea. Table 3 shows the information of test corpus. The table shows total number of words, the number of ambiguous words, and the rate of ambiguity in test corpus. The rate of ambiguity means the average number of morphological analysis results of ambiguous words.
We apply common rules first to an ambiguous word. Rules for individual ambiguous word are applied next when the ambiguity is not resolved. First matching rule is applied to an ambiguous word when the conditions of two or more rules are satisfied. That is, resolution rules for an ambiguous word listed in the order of priority. Statistical information is applied finally when the ambiguity is not resolve. Table 4 shows the result of tagging with the rules only, tagging with only statistical information, and tagging with both.
In Table 4 , the average rate of correctness with rules only is 89.31 and resolution accuracy by rules is almost 100%. The average rate of correctness with statistical information is 94.13%. It is similar to the best performance of conventional Korean statistical part-of-speech system. Table 4 also shows that the average rate of correctness of our system which uses both rules and statistical information is higher than those of systems which use only rules or only statistical information. Also, the accuracy of our system is 97.01% which is higher than any other conventional hybrid tagging systems whose accuracies are various from 93% to 96%. Our system doesn't resolve ambiguities well when two or more consecutive words are all ambiguous.
Conclusion
In this paper, we describe a hybrid Korean part-ofspeech tagging approach using rules and statistical information. Our tagging approach applies common rules for idioms or phrases of common use first. And then it applies disambiguation rules for individual ambiguous word. Each rule has morphemes, morphological tags, word sense, and/or other information. About 50% of ambiguities are resolved by those rules and their accuracy is almost 100%. Finally, statistical tagging based on HMM is applied to words which are not resolved by rules.
According to experiment, the correctness of our approach was 97.01%, while that of statistical tagging only was 94.13%. Our system doesn't resolve ambiguities properly when two of more consecutive words are all ambiguous. This is our important future work.
